
Never use an elevator  

in the case of a fire —  

always take the

in
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I’m Super-Zero, TK Elevator’s safety superhero. 
Me and my friends Maximus and Ellie are on a mission to keep 
everyone safe. And you can help us! 

We’re going to share important safety lessons in this  
newsletter, but we’ll also teach you fun facts about  
elevators and escalators and how they work. 

We can’t wait,  so let’s get started!

Welcome" to the very first edition  
of Adventures in Safety. 

"

stairs

      what is it 

called when you  

put a cow in an 

   elevator
raising the 
     steaks!



The earliest elevator designs date  

back to 300 B.C. The design  

used a rope and pulley system to lift  

animals and gladiators 

from below the  

famous Colosseum  

and into the arena for  

spectators to watch. 

The first elevator 
that included a 
safety mechanism to 
protect passengers 
was developed in 
the  1800s.

fun fact

did you

know

The first electric elevator was built by the  
  German inventor WeRner Von Siemens in 1880.

use the clues to fill in the words below

across

down

Words can go across or down. Letters are shared when the words intersect.

Elevator pulley
Type of elevator that uses pistons and fluid
The measure of an elevator’s speed
People ride in this part of the elevator
Added weight on a traction elevator to provide a  
balance to the car
Type of elevator that uses ropes and counterweights
Metal tracks that guide the elevator up the hoistway

Another word for the elevator shaft
You press this to request an elevator
The maximum weight that an elevator can hold
Device that provides a physical lock for hoistway
doors and gives an electrical signal which allows 
the car to run
The mechanical speed control mechanism
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Click here to continue  
the adventure on the  
safety ambassador 

website!

ACROSS  1. Sheave  4. Hydraulic  6. FPS or MPS   
7. Cab  10. Counterweight  11. Traction  12. Rails

 
DOWN  2. Hoistway  3. Callbutton  5. Capacity   

8. Interlock  9. Governor

https://www.tkelevator.com/us-en/company/safety-ambassadors.html

